Preface

The Linguistic Annotation Workshop (The LAW) is organized annually by the Association for Computational Linguistics Special Interest Group for Annotation (ACL SIGANN). It provides a forum to facilitate the exchange and propagation of research results concerned with the annotation, manipulation, and exploitation of corpora; work towards harmonization and interoperability from the perspective of the increasingly large number of tools and frameworks for annotated language resources; and work towards a consensus on all issues crucial to the advancement of the field of corpus annotation.

Last fall, when workshop proposals were solicited, we were asked for a tagline that would telegraph the essence of LAW. Naturally, this prompted a healthy dose of wordsmithing on the part of the organizing committee. The initial suggestions (including “Annotation schemers unite!” and “Don’t just annoTATE—annoGREAT!”) were deemed too corny. Then, playing on the abbreviation “LAW”, various legal puns emerged: “the fine print of linguistic annotation”; “the letter and spirit of linguistic annotation”; “LAW, the authority on linguistic annotation”; “LAW, where language is made to behave”; and so forth. “Annotation schemers on parole” took the punning to the extreme (as students of Saussure will recognize).

In the end, we settled on “LAW: Due process for linguistic annotation”. The concept of “due process” underscores the care required not just to annotate, but to annotate well. To produce a high-quality linguistic resource, diligence is required in all phases: assembling the source data; designing and refining the annotation scheme and guidelines; choosing or developing appropriate annotation software and data formats; applying automatic tools for preprocessing and provisional annotation; selecting and training human annotators; implementing quality control procedures; and documenting and distributing the completed resource.

The 14 papers in this year’s workshop study methods for annotation in the domains of emotion and attitude; conversations and discourse structure; events and causality; semantic roles; and translation (among others). Compared to previous years, syntax plays a much smaller role: indeed, this may be the first ever LAW where no paper has the word “treebank” in the title. (We leave it to the reader to speculate whether this reflects broader trends in the field or has an innocuous explanation.) Also groundbreaking in this year’s LAW will be a best paper award, to be announced at the workshop.

LAW XI would not have been possible without the fine contributions of the authors; the remarkably thorough and thoughtful reviews from the program committee; and the sage guidance of the organizing committee. Two invited talks will add multilingual perspective to the program, Deniz Zeyrek and Johan Bos having generously agreed to share their wisdom. We thank our publicity chair, Marc Verhagen, as well as those who have worked to coordinate the various aspects of EACL workshops, including logistics and publications.

We hope that after reading the collected wisdom in this volume, you will be empowered to give the linguistic annotation process its due.

Nathan Schneider and Nianwen Xue, program co-chairs
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